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Insights for Food Chemistry and Technology is an international journal edited and published by the
Research Group of the “Analytical Food Research and Technology Laboratory” at the Department of
Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, University of Milan (Italy).
Editors: Professor Fernando Tateo & Professor Monica Bononi at UniMi.

The journal brings together multidisciplinary interests in applied and health sciences related to Food
Chemistry and Analysis, as well as Biochemistry and Nutritional topics. Environmental issues are also
comprised among the journal topics. Contributions in the form of research articles and short
communications are considered for publication. The journal is open to the publication of papers that
may also have non-experimental content, but concerning topics related to market trends, quality
certification and food safety issues.
The preview submission of a brief content summary of the paper is preferable as the Editors can send
preliminary confirmation of their availability to publish the work. The IFCT Editors approve/or not the
content and the presentation form of the text to be published. The insertion into the final selection of
published papers follows the acceptance by the Editors and the presentation of the work, after possible
amendments by the author, in the standard form indicated by the journal. Texts can be submitted in
Italian, English, French, Spanish and Portuguese and are published in their original language.
The authors are required to submit the scientific works to be published by enclosing declarations of
acknowledgement and approval by two scientifically qualified professionals, by all means considered
as official referees from the food and environmental sectors, both academic, research, consultancy,
industry, and so on. The identity of the referees is made accessible on the published article.
The purpose of the “IFCT” journal is to circulate, through public access, scientific topics and research
in an immediate and widely disseminated form and in a very brief range of time (one month). All
approved papers published within the same year are collected under the related yearly issue.
No fee is requested to the authors for publication. The journal is “open access”. The referee system
adopted by this magazine is absolutely innovative and responds to the need for immediate evidence of
scientific content which can be copyrighted. According to the Editors, the IFCT setting is aimed at
ensuring the freedom to convey a research result, granting full respect to the academic integrity of the
author through the overcoming of anonymity in the decision-making process linked to scientific
publishing.
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